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Aims of today’s session:

To be able to use the three coaching questions to 

support a colleague to reach a goal.

To be able to use the GROW model in a coaching 

conversation.

To identify next steps to take in coaching.

To plan staff meeting following up on demo 

lessons. 



The Action Learning Cycle

Identify   Theme

Read, research,
collect data 

Create a plan 

Act & Observe

Reflect
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next steps

learning



How can we develop 

capacity in the organisation, 

to spread the good practice 

that already exists, and share 

the effective teaching and 

learning strategies that staff 

are developing in their 

classrooms and departments?

A Key Question...



• 1. Where am I going?

• 2. Where am I now?

• 3. What are my next steps?

Key questions  
for effective 
coaching



Coaching

The core purpose of coaching is to 
support the thinking and learning 

processes of the professional learner.

Listening to understand involves the 

coach not placing their own 
assumptions and biases into the 

coaching conversation.



Coaching is not about:

making judgements;

giving answers or advice;

offering counselling;

creating dependency;

imposing agendas or initiatives;

confirming long-held prejudices.

A core purpose of coaching is to support 

the development of the thinking and 

learning processes of the professional 

learner. 



1. Choose a focus area - where are you going?

2. Gather evidence - what is it like now?

3. Try something in class; with Coaching Partner 

4. Monitor Impact; reflect on your learning

5. Plan the next step

The Champions Role



• Why do you think that ?

• Can you give me an example/ instance ?

• How do you feel about ...?

• And then what happened ?

• Could it have been anything else ?

• Can you think of any other examples of this ?

• So what does that mean for you ?

• So why is that important to you ?

• Tell me more about … 

• Can you elaborate on ...?

• What assumptions might you be making there ?

• How did that change ...?

• What if …?

• Is that the same as …?

• If you did it again, what would you do differently ?

• What have you learned from this ?

• What did you find difficult ?

• How did you overcome that ? 

Suggestions 

for 

Coaching 

Questions





Too
generic Too 

long-term

No
quick win

Unplanned
Conflicts No 

supp
ort



The GROW Model
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A dream is just a dream.  
A goal is a dream with a 

plan and a deadline.

Harvey Mackay



G row

GOAL

What do you want to 
achieve?

What would this lead to in 
the long term?

When would you achieve 
this by?



What area do you want to focus on?

Can you split this down into smaller 

constituent parts?

Use a COACHING WHEEL to help 

focus.



Identifying potential areas for 

coaching
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Identify Areas for Development

Physical Environment
Career

Fun and 
Recreation Money

Personal Growth Health

Significant 
Other/Romance Friends/Family



RG ow

REALITY

What is the current position?

What have you done so far?

What stops you moving on?



OGr w

OPTIONS

What could you do?

What else could you do?

What else?

What else?

What would a friend/colleague you respect suggest/tell you to do?



GRO W

WILL

What will you do?

What will be your first step?

Grade the likelihood of taking this 
first step 1-10 (1 Won’t do it – 10 

Definitely will do it)

When?



Coaching Wheel

Assessment Challenge

Thinking Skills

Collaborative 

learning

ProgressFeedback

Questioning

Language for 

learning



Assessment Challenge

Language for 

learning Thinking Skills

Questioning Collaborative 

Learning

Feedback Progress

Coaching Wheel



What does 
success look 

like ?

Who can 

help you, 

and how ?

What are the 
weaknesses ?

What are your 

strengths ?
Why is this 

important ?

What 3 small 

steps could 

you take ?



Organise a time to run a lesson from your plan:

§ Know your focus for observation

§ Decide what you would like feedback on after the 

lesson

§ Arrange for an observation with your partner, and a 

time for feedback/ discussion (or video and review)

§ We will begin the next session with a reflection on 

your coaching experiences

For next time..



”Building 
awareness and 

responsibility is the 
essence of good 

coaching.”

John Whitmore
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